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To Peter Whitlock,
Whitlock Family Association,
47644 Forester Rd.,
RR 2, Sardis, (Chilliwack), BC, V2R 4M6
Dear Peter:
I just noticed your query regarding the Easterbrook and Peart families on a recent
Genealogy.com message board. I am an Easterbrook with some knowledge of the Pearts.

The Jane Easterbrook you were inquiring about was I believe the third daughter of my
great-great-grandfather Thomas Easterbrook who was born in Staddicombe, Devonshire, Apr.
12, 1813, and died in the Burlington, Ontario, area May 16, 1892. He is buried in the East
Plains United Church Cemetery in Burlington.

Jane was born about 1847 in Nassagaweya Township, Halton County, to which the
Easterbrooks had emigrated in 1831. She was the third daughter of Thomas and his first wife
Hannah Youart. Hannah was born in North Yorkshire Feb. 28, 1818; died in Nassagaweya, Apr.
23,1859, and is buried in Ebenezer Cemetery, Nassagaweya. They are my direct ancestors in a
line going back 13 generations to 1652.

There is a plaque on a pew inside the East Plains United Church to Jane and her husband,
Jacob Peart. There does not appear to be a stone for them in the adjoining cemetery so they
may not be buried there, but there are 19 Pearts recorded in the MI’s for East Plains cemetery,
obviously all close relatives.

You may have this information already but if you are interested I have been working on the
Easterbrook family for a long time and could elaborate on them. Thomas was quite an
entrepreneur in Halton and Wentworth counties, a politician and a very interesting character. He
and his second wife, Debora Emory, are buried in East Plains cemetery. The area used to be
called Aldershot but is now part of the city of Burlington.

Unfortunately I don’t seem to have any family for Jacob Peart and Jane in my database. I am
descended from her eldest sister Elizabeth and have been concentrating on that line. Can you
help?

Many years ago Rev. Morley Peart of Toronto and Mr. Jake Rowland of Vancouver, distant
cousins of ours, did considerable research on the Peart and Easterbrook

X5968/2
families, work which was carried on by Morley’s son, Miller Peart of Toronto. All are gone now
but you may have heard of them. As I recall from talking with Miller the Pearts were from
Weardale in western County Durham, England.

Did you know there is quite a bit of material on the Easterbrooks and Pearts in the Burlington
Public Library, including a collection of old pictures which are available on-line? I have one in
my binder of Jacob and five other Pearts and Easterbrooks. There are also photos of Smales.
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Regards, Ken Wilson, London, Ont.


